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FREE AGENT SIGNINGS

Who made what moves

NBA Free Agency Grades: How did all
30 teams do?

July 22, 2013 12:02 pm ET

Free agency in the NBA isn't over, but it's over. The dust has settled around the biggest

signings with Dwight Howard picking his place, Chris Paul staying put and players like Al

Jefferson, Andrew Bynum and Andre Iguodala all moving to new teams.

It's pretty easy to figure the biggest winners of free

agency. The Rockets cleaned up by signing Howard,

which has instantly catapulted them from fun, youthful

upstart into a legitimate Western Conference power. The

Pacers addressed needs and appear to have improved.

Financial questions aside, the Nets have gone all-in. The Clippers -- the Clippers! -- made

shrewd moves that have made them better. And the Warriors have taken another step

forward by a premier player at his position.

On the flip side, in terms of losers, I think the fact that Jordan Farmar may be their biggest pull

of the offseason probably says it all for how it went for the Lakers. The Mavericks took

another swing, and missed. The Nuggets went from a 57-win fast break machine to a team

with a very cloudy future. And the Knicks made a deal sending future assets away for a

jumpshooting non-rebounding big man.
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Howard greets GM Daryl Morey, who put together deals over two years that netted him his center. (Getty Images)
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So with it all mostly settled and in place, how did everyone do? Here are grades for all 30

teams:

ATLANTA HAWKS

Key moves: Signed Paul Millsap (two years, $20 million), matched Jeff Teague's offer sheet

(four years, $32 million)

The Hawks began a series of moves last offseason to transition into a new, remade roster.

They dealt Joe Johnson and Marvin Williams, setting up a following offseason in which Josh

Smith was a free agent. After unsuccessfully moving Smith at the deadline, he ended up

picking Detroit, appearing to leave the Hawks in a difficult position.

Except general manager Danny Ferry came through with a splendid move, signing Millsap to

a very sensible deal, then matching on Jeff Teague's offer sheet from the Bucks.

Are the Hawks a contender? Not at all. But do they have a chance to be as successful as they

were last season (finished sixth in the East) despite having a much better payroll and financial

future? For sure.

Grade: B+

BOSTON CELTICS

Key moves: Traded everyone

The Celtics are obviously taking a major step back, but it's a necessary one. This was

coming for some time now, knowing that Ubuntu couldn't live forever. Paul Pierce was old,

Kevin Garnett was older. Doc Rivers didn't want to be part of a rebuilding process. So Danny

Ainge finally pulled the plug and began his rebuilding project.

He has a solid young core to start around -- Rajon Rondo, Jeff Green, Avery Bradley -- and

future cap space and potential draft assets are on their way. On the surface, it's an ugly

offseason for the Celtics. The team is significantly worse than it was a year ago, and they very

clearly are no longer an Eastern power. But eventually this was going to have to happen and

by all appearances, Ainge made the best out of a difficult situation.

Grade: B

BROOKLYN NETS

Key moves: Traded for Paul Pierce, Jason Terry and Kevin Garnett, signed Andrei Kirilenko

(two years, $6 million).

You have to give owner Mikhail Prokhorov this: He said he wasn't going to hold back when he

bought the team, and he most definitely didn't hold back this offseason. The Nets are looking

at a luxury tax bill near three figures, but that's no bother to Prokhorov. He promised a

championship team within five years of buying the team and he's doing his part to make it

happen.

The best move the Nets made was using witchcraft or something to get Andrei Kirilenko to

sign for $3 million a year after just opting out of a deal that would've paid him $10 million with

the Timberwolves.

The question is, are the Nets actually a title contender now? The moves to bring in Pierce

and Garnett appear blockbustery, but this isn't 2009. New coach Jason Kidd is going to have

to manage minutes and workload next season -- along with big personalities -- something

that could be challenging for a rookie coach. The Nets will be better than they were a year

ago. But can they beat the Heat four out of seven times, much less the Pacers or Bulls?

They're a top four Eastern team but probably not quite yet elite, despite the inflated payroll.

Grade: B

CHARLOTTE BOBCATS

Key moves: Signed Al Jefferson (three years, $41 million)

With any move the Bobcats make, it has to be viewed in the prism of "but they're the

Bobcats." Enticing a free agent to come to Charlotte and play for an organization that has

been laughed at the past three seasons isn't easy. And to make it happen, you have to

overpay.

And overpay is what they did for Al Jefferson. He's an excellent big man. But is he genuinely

going to make much of a difference in the win-loss column this season for Charlotte, at least
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significantly enough to make $14 million a year worth it?

For the Bobcats, it's more about patience. They've tried the whole draft-and-develop thing.

They're fully stocked with top five picks and lottery players. But they still aren't good. So they

went for something different, bringing in Jefferson to see if he can aid in expediting the

process. The Bobcats could be decent ... if some of those young players actually show

something. Still, what's the big difference between 20 and 30 wins in the NBA?

Grade: C-

CHICAGO BULLS

Key moves: Signed Mike Dunleavy (two years, $6 million)

The best offseason move the Bulls made is one they aren't actually making. They're acquiring

a former MVP, and they didn't have to pay a dollar to get him. With Derrick Rose set to return,

the Bulls already have made maybe the best summer move of any team.

Add in the clever signing of Mike Dunleavy, who will play the honorary Korver role alongside

him, the Bulls may have solved their biggest issue, that being consistency on the offensive

end.

Grade: A-

CLEVELAND CAVALIERS

Key moves: Signed Jarrett Jack (four years, $25 million), Earl Clark (two years, $9 million),

Andrew Bynum (two years, $24 million)

Andrew Bynum says they're a playoff team. And by default, they probably are.

The Cavs have done a nice job bouncing back post-Decision. They have a cornerstone piece

in Kyrie Irving and have added quality young talent around him. Who knows what No. 1 overall

pick Anthony Bennett will contribute this season, and there are serious questions about

logjamming their frontcourt. But Bynum's contract was wise in that it guaranteed only $6

million of the total $24 million, Earl Clark fills a major need and Jarrett Jack is an ideal bench

part to have backing up Irving.

Grade: B+

DALLAS MAVERICKS

Key moves: Signed Jose Calderon (four years, $29 million), Monta Ellis (three years, $30

million)

Mark Cuban thinks they're better off without Dwight Howard. And if you believe that, then I'd

like to tell you more about this great timeshare I have in the Oklahoma panhandle.

The Mavs dismantled their championship team from 2011 in order to make a couple of runs

at prime free agents. In theory, it made a lot of sense. The team's window wasn't going to stay

open long, so Cuban and company were trying to make the sensible decision to restock and

make a new window by signing a new centerpiece to eventually take the torch from Dirk

Nowitzki. It was supposed to be Deron Williams last summer, Dwight Howard and/or Chris

Paul this summer. Swing and a miss.

So the Mavs were left once again scrambling to piece together a team worthy of Dirk.

Incoming are Calderon, a solid point guard and Ellis, the most volumey of all the volume

scorers. The Mavs might be good enough to compete for a playoff spot. But they aren't going

to be doing anything in the postseason, which for them, is supposed to be the goal.

Grade: D-

DENVER NUGGETS

Key moves: Signed J.J. Hickson (three years, $15 million)

The Nuggets sowed the seeds for their disappointing offseason the moment they canned

George Karl. After Masai Ujiri abandoned ship for Toronto, the Nuggets let their Coach of the

Year go because of an apparent contract dispute. As a result, their prime offseason target,

Andre Iguodala, actually turned down more money from Denver to head elsewhere. Not hard

to figure why, huh?

What the Nuggets ended up with is a three-year deal for J.J. Hickson, who helps their frontline

but will play behind Kenneth Faried. And they signed Hickson after trading Kosta Koufos for

Darrell Arthur, who is now third on the depth chart at power forward with no backup center on
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the roster. But hey, Evan Fournier looked all right in Summer League!

Grade: F

DETROIT PISTONS

Key moves: Signed Josh Smith (four years, $54 million), signed Chauncey Billups (two years,

$5 million)

The Pistons are trying. You've got to give them that. And really, breaking down that roster, it's

kind of hard not to be extremely intrigued. A frontline of Greg Monroe, Andre Drummond and

Josh Smith is super fun. The deal for Smith was sensible, and while he could be out of

position if they truly want to play him at small forward, new coach Mo Cheeks has some

options.

Grade: B

GOLDEN STATE WARRIORS

Key moves: Signed Andre Iguodala (four years, $48 million)

The Warriors proved last postseason how talented they are and how close they are to really

being something. They flirted with Dwight Howard for a month and, for some reason, a big

part of me thinks they're better off having missed out on him.

Andrew Bogut is still an elite defender when healthy, and not having to give up either Klay

Thompson or Harrison Barnes in a sign-and-trade might be worth missing out on Howard.

Add in Iguodala, who can play in a similar role that he was so effective at with Team USA,

and the Warriors have a scary rotation. Assuming they can replace Carl Landry and Jarrett

Jack.

Grade: A-

HOUSTON ROCKETS

Key moves: Signed Dwight Howard (four years, $88 million)

They landed the big fish. Really, that's all that needs to be said. But look at it this way: In just

two years, general manager Daryl Morey turned players like Kevin Martin and Jeremy Lamb

into James Harden and Dwight Howard. Not too bad.

Grade: A+

INDIANA PACERS

Key moves: Signed Chris Copeland (two years, $6 million), re-signed David West (three

years, $36 million), signed C.J. Watson (two years, $5 million)

The biggest issue the Pacers had last postseason was their bench. It wasn't nearly as

productive as they needed and with Danny Granger coming back (probably), they've added a

quality stretch 4 in Copeland and a solid backup point guard. They addressed issues, and

they appear to have improved from the team that darn near knocked off the Heat.

Grade: B+

LOS ANGELES CLIPPERS

Key moves: Re-signed Chris Paul (five years, $107 million), sign-and-traded for J.J. Redick

(four years, $28 million) and Jared Dudley

Who are these guys? This isn't the Clippers is it? Making smart choices and improving an

already good team. What's going on here?

The Clippers "traded" for Doc Rivers, which was step one. Then they re-signed Chris Paul,

which was step two. And then they added necessary pieces like J.J. Redick and Jared

Dudley, which strengthens them overall by quite a lot. Losing Eric Bledsoe stings, but the

Clippers managed to improve their bench regardless of it.

Grade: A+

LOS ANGELES LAKERS

Key moves: Signed Nick Young (one years, $1.1 million), Jordan Farmar (one year, $1.1

million), Chris Kaman (one year, $3.2 million)

Welp.

Grade: F
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MEMPHIS GRIZZLIES

Key moves: Re-signed Tony Allen (four years, $20 million)

The Grizzlies are in need of a shooter, as they have been for a couple of seasons. Re-signing

Allen was a good move, but they need to use the exceptions at their disposal to bring in help

at a position of need. Maybe they were just waiting on Mike Miller, who has a history with the

organization and is interested in them right now. If not, it's been a little bit of a disappointment.

Grade: C

MIAMI HEAT

Key moves: Re-signed Chris Anderson (one year, $1.2 million), amnestied Mike Miller

When you repeat as champions, you're not really compelled to do much more than make sure

the team remains as close to the same as possible. And the Heat have done that, except for

the fact they axed Miller, who has played a pretty major role in both titles. It's something they

need to replace, or hope someone already on the roster can assume responsibility of.

Grade: B

MILWAUKEE BUCKS

Key moves: Signed O.J. Mayo (three years, $24 million), Carlos Delfino (two years, $6.5

million)

Who knows what the Bucks are doing. I sure don't.

Grade: D

MINNESOTA TIMBERWOLVES

Key moves: Signed Kevin Martin (three years, $28 million), Chase Budinger (three years,

$16 million), Corey Brewer (three years, $15 million)

The Wolves have been aggressive bringing in Martin, re-signing Budinger and adding

Brewer. But the curious thing is what's going on with Nikola Pekovic. He's a restricted free

agent and hasn't fielded an offer from anywhere as of yet. Are the Wolves simply waiting for

the market to determine his value so they can match, or is there something else in play here?

Grade: Incomplete

NEW ORLEANS PELICANS

Key moves: Sign-and-traded for Tyreke Evans (four years, $44 million), acquired Jrue

Holiday on draft night

The Pelicans have an intriguing young backcourt in Holiday, Eric Gordon, Austin Rivers and

Evans. It's going to be up to Monty Williams to figure out how they all fit, or ... it means

someone is going to need to go. And that's possibly Gordon, who hasn't seemed to be all that

happy in New Orleans.

The deal for Evans is solid, though. The number is good and, assuming all the parts fit, he

could be a top sixth man next season.

Grade: B+

NEW YORK KNICKS

Key moves: Traded for Andrea Bargnani, signed for Metta World Peace (one year, $1.4

million), re-signed J.R. Smith (three years, $18 million)

Ah, the Knicks. They traded for a jumpshooting big man who doesn't play defense and gave a

big new contract to a guy who underwent knee surgery five days later. But hey, at least Metta

World Peace got to come home!

Grade: D+

OKLAHOMA CITY THUNDER

Key moves: N/A

They genuinely have done nothing in the offseason outside of draft two players and let their

third-leading scorer walk. Sources tell CBSSports.com they're pushing hard for Mike Miller,

and a third reunion with Derek Fisher could be in the works. The Thunder have a roster built

already and they're relying on young players to produce next season. Still, with things like the

mid-level exception and the amnesty in their back pockets, they've chosen to stand pat yet

again.
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Grade: C+

ORLANDO MAGIC

Key moves: Signed Jason Maxiell (two years, $5 million)

The Magic don't have much to do as of now. They're drafting and developing, so an addition

of Jason Maxiell is mostly just a depth move. They're not built to contend for a playoff spot yet,

so really it's just about getting a competitive team on the floor night to night while creating a

good culture to grow and learn in.

Grade: B-

PHILADELPHIA 76ers

Key moves: Acquired Nerlens Noel on draft night, traded for Royce White

The 76ers are moving parts around as they begin anew after the Andrew Bynum disaster.

They don't appear to be signing anyone, but they did make a splash on draft night sending

Holiday to New Orleans for Noel. And in the meantime, they acquired a very valuable 2014

pick as well.

Grade: A-

PHOENIX SUNS

Key moves: Acquired Eric Bledsoe

The top move they made was getting Eric Bledsoe and then just using their No. 5 overall pick

to take Alex Len. They weren't players in free agency, which is wise, because there's no

reason to spend cap space just to spend it.

Grade: B

PORTLAND TRAIL BLAZERS

Key moves: Signed Dorell Wright (two years, $6 million), acquired Thomas Robinson and

Robin Lopez

The Blazers had one of the worst benches in NBA history last season. And really, it was the

top thing holding them back from being a playoff team. So the focus this offseason? The

bench. And it would seem that they addressed it. Wright is an excellent addition, Lopez is a

nice backup big (or starter) and Robinson was a top-five pick, remember?

Grade: B+

SACRAMENTO KINGS

Key moves: Signed Carl Landry (four years, $27 million), acquired Greivis Vasquez

The Kings are under new leadership and the assumption is that a new culture can finally bring

the best out of some of these young players they've had in traction. Landry's deal is sizeable

but probably necessary. They let Evans go, which was probably needed, especially with new

pick Ben McLemore. Not a great offseason, but certainly a quality one under a new direction.

Grade: B

SAN ANTONIO SPURS

Key moves: Signed Marco Belinelli (two years, $6 million), re-signed Manu Ginobili (two

years, $14 million) and Tiago Splitter (four years, $36 million)

Paying Ginobili $7 million per feels like a lot, and it would seem the Spurs overpaid to keep

Splitter. But these are the Spurs, and I think we should've learned by now that they know what

they're doing.

Bringing in Belinelli is a nice move, but it means they're likely not matching on any offer made

to restricted free agent Gary Neal. That's a bummer because Neal was a nice combo guard

for them the past few seasons.

Grade: B+

TORONTO RAPTORS

Key moves: Traded Andrea Bargnani, signed D.J. Augustin (one year, $1.3 million)

New GM Masai Ujiri is making moves and turning things over. He offloaded Bargnani, which

is definitely his best move so far. Bargnani was overpaid, and he wasn't a good fit at all. Ujiri

got draft picks and expirings -- and bought out Marcus Camby's deal -- then used his new

roster spot to sign Augustin. He amnestied Linas Kleiza, which made a lot of sense and has
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created a lot of future flexibility.

Grade: A

UTAH JAZZ

Key moves: Got a whole bunch of future draft picks

The Jazz are turning the team over to their young frontcourt of Enes Kanter and Derrick

Favors as they let Paul Millsap and Al Jefferson walk. And while they took on Richard

Jefferson, Andris Biedrins and Brandon Rush in the three-way deal sending Iguodala to

Golden State, the Jazz pulled multiple draft picks out of the deal. A decent haul as they take

on a patient approach to rebuilding.

Grade: B-

WASHINGTON WIZARDS

Key moves: Re-signed Martell Webster (four years, $22 million), signed Eric Maynor (two

years, $4 million)

The Wizards made some solid moves like keeping Webster and bringing in a good backup

point guard for John Wall. But $22 million for Webster feels like an awful lot and there are still

some areas that need fixing. Consider: Tony Allen got four years, $20 million. Is Martell

Webster worth more than Tony Allen?

Next season is pretty important for the Wizards. They made strides in the second half of last

season, and with their roster being healthy, or appearing to be so, it's basically playoffs or

bust.

Grade: C+
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How do you give Atlanta a B+ for signing Milsap and allowing Smith to walk for nothing. But you give the Bobcats a C-
for signing Al Jefferson. Charlotte got better. The got probably the 2nd or 3rd best free agent this offseason. Atlanta
may have gotten worse. Lost their best player, brought in a pretty good Milsap, and matched an offer to a player that
truthfully not many teams wanted. If you are going to call your article Free Agent Grades then you shouldn't base your
comments on anything except FREE AGENTS!!!!!
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Dwight Howard is not an A+ player
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8 hours ago

 Not necessarilly A+.  However, they didn't have to give up any assets to get him and can just plug a 4 time
defensive MVP into an up and coming playoff roster.  That is why it gets the A+
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 Yes he is... don't be ridiculous.
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louisville4life 1 hour ago

  Tell that to us when he can make a free throw.
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8 hours ago

An F to the Lakers just because they didn't get Dwight Howard?

They got 3 decent players for cheap. Kaman, Nick Young and Wesley Johnson are quality players who will give more
than their salary's worth. Even with Dwight Howard, I didn't expect them to win the title in 2014. And who knows? They
could trade in the winter for Brandon Jennings, who has expressed interest on the Lakers.
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 They got Kaman, Young, and Johnson but lost Meeks, Clark, Artest, Jamison, and of course Howard.  By
my count that is 2 starters, a 6th man, and 2 role players out and three bargain bin players back. 
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   Still not an F. Getting rid of MWP alone was a good thing, and equates to at least a D. They
did not lose Jodie Meeks, the Lakers re-signed him. Chris Kaman is more valuable than Earl
Clark, and Jamison is only getting older. Wesley Johnson and Nick Young are both more
valuable than him.

That makes it a C, or C-, but not an F.
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Realistically, this Laker team is not about 2014.
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5 hours ago

 If that offseason wasn't an F, please tell me what is. 

LikeLike ReplyReply

9 hours ago

This article is an F.  It does not account for the players/picks lost in most cases. 

For example: The Bulls stand to lose Nate Robinson but they gained Mike Dunleavy.  That gets an A???
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EaglesLife 8 hours ago

Oh, they also lost Belinelli who is better than Dunleavy so work that into the A grade.  Terrible.  I could
probably beat up all 30 grades IF it was worth my time and it is not.
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Statalyzer 6 hours ago

 Belinelli was fine to let go of and was an overrated pickup for SA.  The guy didn't even shoot
40% from the field.
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I agree with your F on the Lakers.  No one wants to play with Kobe.
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 True dat

LikeLike ReplyReply

9 hours ago

Unless Mike Dunleavy can score 25 a game, the Bulls aren't any better offensively.  Also, every team that "missed" on
Dwight Howard is a winner.
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Cleveland only getting a B+ is a joke. They brought in one of the best back up pg's in the league, a huge need at sf.
That alone get's you a B+ but then you bring Bynum in on an amazing contract which brings it up to an A.
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10 hours ago

What a stupid article.  This is clueless always is.  An F for Lakers because they lost Howard who didn't want to be in
LA.  Big deal one of the most overrated players I have ever seen.  Great athlete, and great defender. However so so so
one dimensional, his free-throw shooting cost as many games as his defense won.  Also he is a turn-over machine in
the low post,  Houston will not win it with.  He made a huge difference in weak, awful Eastern Conference (expect for
Miami.)  That whole conference is a total joke.  In the tough Western Conference he is not the difference maker
everyone thought he be. The Lakers made a great recovery with Kaman, Young Farmar and Wesley Johnson was a
good haul after Howard left.  Plus they don't eat up cap space.  Other joke grades OKC a C+ for signing NOBODY
actually NOBODY what the hell is that? The Raptors a A for signing DJ Augustin OK LOL.  The Jazz a B- for blowing
their team up and tanking the season.  The 76'ers a A for getting Royce White??????????????? What an idiot. 
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Can NO trade Gordon to Memphis?  It would seem like a good fit of need for Grizz. 
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12 hours ago

A F for the Lakers? Royce Young are you really a Bball fan?  They got some decent talent, all on 1 year deals.  Which
is fantastic.  Get rid of DH and not have to pay him 22 million a year.  They even save a little more money by getting rid
of Peace.  Are you trying to tell us that just because we so called lost DH that we get an F?  Dude you are tripping. In 2
years the Lakers will be great again.
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Aggie-Rattler 11 hours ago
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Are you kidding me??  The Lakers should have received an "F minus!!"

LikeLike ReplyReply

gavilan32 11 hours ago

  Just because they will probably have an F for this season doesn't  mean their free agent
acquisitions were poor. Trust me when I tell you that most Laker fans were relieved that they
did not sign Howard. He just isn't the guy to inherit the torch from Kobe. He is a notch below 
the Kobe's, Magic's Kareems, Shaq's that Lakers fans have come to respect. He would
never be able to measure up to those predecessors and Lakers fans saw that.....Dwight saw
it too and made a good choice in leaving. 

LikeLike ReplyReply

richyriches 5 hours ago

   Wow... rose coloured glasses or what? Dwight left because the Lakers are a
mess with Kobe running the show. Good luck getting a FA to sign there, and by
that I mean a quality one.
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Ouch Lakers ...F....That' pretty harsh....Didn't they sign Wes Johnson too? Maybe your intel is as bad as the grade you
gave them @royceyoung...
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The Clippers just had their greatest year ever, while at the same time the Lakers had their worst year as a
franchise.....yet at the end of the day the Lakers did just as well as the Clippers did in the playoffs.  But you don't hear
that from the media.  They celebrate the Clips and rag on the Lakers.  Funny how that works.  I guess we should be
celebrating for the Clippers.  They aren't championship material but at least they aren't in last anymore.

LikeLike ReplyReply

13 hours ago

Lakers - F?  Really?  They have made all the right moves according to Laker fans.  Only when DH shows he has the
talents, mental attitude and focus to win a ring will I consider him a loss to the Lakers.  The guy has done almost
nothing, yet his loss equals a F?  The fact that Kobe says he wants to play past his current contract in the same off
season that we are clearing cap space tells me we are doing everything right in Laker Nation.  Good Luck Houston. 
This A will be about the last award you get for signing the greatest faker in the NBA 
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Too harsh for the Nuggets.  Letting Ujiri go was a mistake, but they hit a home run with Shaw and made up for it.  Iggy
thinks he's taking an easier path to a title by signing with Golden State and teaming up with an injury-prone Steph
Curry, but we'll find out soon enough that he's not a championship-level player.  This made be a down year for them
on the sole reason that Gallo is out, but Denver is still a Playoff-caliber and a team to be reckoned with.
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acwhite327 2 hours ago

 not to mention that he failed to acknowledge the Foye signing...now there's NateRob on top of that. He's
just too focused on the doom-and-gloom overreaction about AI...not a very well thought out article.

LikeLike ReplyReply
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The Clippers lost Butler, Hill, Billups, Bledsoe, and Odom as well.   Let's not just frame it as they added JJ Redick and
Jared Dudley.....as "strengthened the team a lot...".   You could argue the losses outweigh the newcomers.   I don't
think they got any better talent.  They probably upgraded the coach at the expense of future assets.

LikeLike ReplyReply
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Except for Bledsoe (who may prove to be overrated), all of those guys you mentioned that they lost are all
pretty washed up.  Considering they lost in the first round, the new additions give them more upside.
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Same Clippers different coach.  Doesn't mean much to me.  

LikeLike ReplyReply

15 hours ago

I'm glad the Jazz finally realized that being terrible is better than barely missing the Playoffs in the long run. There
could be a few bad seasons in Utah, but I do believe the Jazz are rebuilding the correct way. 
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Are you really a NBA writer?  The Wolves offered Pekovic a contract 2 weeks ago.  

LikeLike ReplyReply

16 hours ago

Lakers deserve at least a C for ridding themselves of Dwight Coward and they made the best out of their free agent
signings considering they had no money to spend. Thank you CBA.
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Even w/o Harden, OKC is picked by the "experts" to make noise in the Western Conference and compete for a title.
With that said, how is it that those same "experts" don't give Dallas a prayer at doing the same? 

- OKC has Durant, the games best scorer - Dallas has Dirk, only a few seasons removed from MVP, who can still put
up points in bunches 

- Dallas signed the volume shooter of all shooters, Monta Ellis - well, what exactly is Westbrook? Are we going to
pretend he takes good shots? 

- Is there any different in Kendrick Perkins and Sam Dalembert aside from the fact that Dalembert actually has a little
offense? 

- Dallas does not have an Ibaka type shot blocker, but Shawn Marion's ppg production and perimeter defense aren't
far off.

- Kevin Martin, Jose Calderon...... hm, one's American one's not? the ppg are in line but obviously because Calderon
is a PG his assist numbers are going to be far superior

- Dallas had the best bench in the league last year and this year's bench is arguably better. 

Yes, OKC has chemistry and Dallas has a bunch of guys that haven't played together. However, on paper, where's the
advantage that OKC has? And yes, ON PAPER, because at this point that's all we have -- it's the Summer League
season. 
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ASG10010 18 hours ago

wow.
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the_product 17 hours ago

Please, do explain the difference between the two teams on paper. 

LikeLike ReplyReply
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Difference is OKC has the 2nd best player in the world!  And probably a top 5
player in the league in Westbrook.  Dallas doesn't have anyone close to that.  I
do like what Dallas has more than OKC when you get past Westbrook and
Durant.
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Monta Ellis does not = Russell Westbrook.  Pretty simple.  

LikeLike ReplyReply

14 hours ago

Westbrook doesn't dish and he doesn't rebound. He's more explosive than Ellis
but who cares what the points LOOK like -- they both shoot in volume, shoot a
similar percentage, and have a comparable ppg. Ellis just played on teams no
one cared about. Production wise, I don't see much of a difference other than
rim aggression/finishing at the rim. They're even the exact same size
physically.
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Here's why Dallas isn't even in Houston's league, much less OKC's:

1) You can't compare Dirk and Durant at this point. Dirk is over the hill who's numbers and health are in
decline, and will be tempted to leave next season to go to a contender to grab one last ring while he can
still be a contributor. Durant is a stud who's only getting started in his career.

2) It's true Westbook can be a bricker at times, but when he's healthy and at the top of his game, he's a
much more complete player than Ellis (namely Westbrook can play some defense whereas Ellis plays D
like Kevin Martin).

3) Dalembert is a better player than Perkins, but then, Ibaka is a much better player than Dalembert, who
is also in the twilight of his career.

4) It's true that Marion is a better scorer than Ibaka and he can guard the perimeter, but the Mavs have
little in the way of interior defense.

5) You must not be aware that Martin is on another team, now. The comparison should be Jeremy Lamb
and Calderon, and if OKC has a problem, it's making the jump from Martin to an unproven 2nd year player
to fill the role of the 6th Man. Calderon is OK but the Mavs overpaid a bit for him.

6) The bench is fine in that the entire team besides Dirk and Ellis are all bench players on a real
contender, so yeah, the bench is great when the entire team is made up of 2nd-teamers.

The Mavs belong in the group of Denver-Dallas-Lakers-New Orleans-Minnesota-Portland who will battle
for the final 2 playoff spots in the West, and I'd Denver and Portland in the driver seat for those spots,
followed by Minnesota and Dallas, and then Lakers and Pelicans will at least compete for a spot all
season long.
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^whose numbers^
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Dirk over the hill? He's an efficient 22 ppg every night. He wasn't healthy last season, which
is why his numbers took a hit. I really don't see any argument as to clear advantages player
form player other than the obvious Durant -- being as he's All World. Even then, labeling Dirk
a second tier player not in the same league is a stretch. There are a handful of elite players,
Dirk comes after them. OKC is a chemistry driven team, talent wise they are not a top 3
seed, at all. Top to bottom Dallas has a better roster.
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per NBA.com, kevin durant was second in MVP votes. dirk didn't even place in
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the top 16. 
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 come on. why is this even an argument. 
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  DIrk is my favorite player since Larry Bird...and I loved that he got a ring.  That
said, this is an insane comparison...even on paper.  You are leaving off DEFENSE
in all your comparisons. Westbrook is a great defender...Durant is getting better
and is above average.  OKC is a GREAT defensive team...Dallas is below
average.
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